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MEMORANDUM

To: Miss Tarbell

From: [Name]

Subject: National Defense

We are at the bantling. We are just now coming through the mail, but I thought you would like a copy of one from the presses. This is the first issued by the Government Printing Office. They have delivered on time and ages. They used a cheaper grade of paper than we were entitled to, but let's not stick at conversation.
we preach it reiteratedly!

Please said right into it with your
astute and acute criticisms.

"Kay on Macduff!

"And we'll cry 'damn' when we have
had enough." (Macbeth up to the minute)

Washington is agog, alert, alive
and as jubilant with the peace cele-
bration.

I do hope the brother is convalescing
speedily and well.

[Signature]